Professors Louis Nirenberg and William T. Reid have very kindly pointed out lacunae in [l ] : (i) one does not verify that the symmetric matrix (I(ví, v¡)) is negative definite by computing only its diagonal terms, and (ii) there is an inconsistency in the two characterizations of the subspace H+EH.
Fortunately the method of [l] is easily modified to correct these deficiencies, according to suggestions of Nirenberg and Reid presented below. Further remarks appear in [2] .
Let H+ be the subspace of those uEH such that «(<<) lies in the image of U(ti) for each of the r focal points /,-, as on p. 761 of [lj. This definition of H+ is broader than that of p. 760 since for r>0 one can always find elements in the present H+ which are images under ¿7 of arc-wise C°° curves with discontinuities at the focal points, but not images under U of C°° curves. However, U'U~l is still a linear
map V: H+-+G, and if u(U) = U(U)v(tt) = U(U)v(fT) with v(tf) ^v(trt)
at the focal point i,-, one proceeds as follows, with some obvious notational abbreviations.
The self-adjointness of 'UU' gives (U'v+, Uv-) = (Uv+, U'v~) at U, hence
thus the function (Vu, u) is continuous even at the focal points so that the first integral formula is valid for the broader definition of H+, implying I(u) ^0 for uEH+ as before. Now let H~ be any maximal subspace on which I is negative definite, so that H+C\H~= JOJ, and let g = dim H~; since H+ is of codimension r it follows that q^r because H+(~\H-would otherwise be nontrivial. Let K be the subspace of those uEH with I(u, v)=0 for all vEH~; then K is of codimension q since / is negative definite on H~, and the relation KC\H--{o} implies K+H~ = H. Furthermore if I(v) <0 for some vEK then for any uEH~ and real number t the relation I(u, v)=0 would imply I(u+tv) =I(u)+t2I(v) <0 except when m = 0 and t = 0, contrary to the maximality of H~. Thus I is positive semidefinite on K.
Let L be the r-dimensional subspace spanned by the linearly independent functions «i, • ■ • , ur of [l ] ; then / vanishes on L and every nonzero element of L has a discontinuous derivative at at least one focal point. If q<r there is a nonzero UoEKC\L since K is of codimension q, and the restriction of / to K is minimized by w0; in fact I(uo) =0 because uoEL. This implies I(u0, u) =0 for any uEK, and since J(tto, m) =0 for any uEH~ it follows that I(uo, «) =0 for any uEH', consequently m0 is everywhere Cx by the Lemma of [l] (with a trivial change of wording), contradicting the earlier remark about nonzero elements of L. The hypothesis q<r is thus at fault, and one is left with the conclusion that H~ has a basis vu ■ • • , vr. The remainder of the proof of the Morse index theorem can now be completed as in [l] .
